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Geometry nonconformances are diverse variations in the actual compo-
nent geometry with respect to the intended ideal design. These di¨er-
ences in the geometry can occur either at component manufacturing or
later during the exploitation as a result of component wear and repara-
tions. Typical geometry nonconformances are nonideal shapes and posi-
tions due to tolerances, manufacturing traces such as shrinkage, warps,
welds, repairs of various type, e. g., patches, and other shape deviations
such as surface roughness. There are also so-called nominal nonconfor-
mances which include, e. g., steps, gaps, ¦llets, bumps, and installation
holes. Improvement of the aerodynamic component performance requires
understanding of the impact of these technological features on the funda-
mental §ow ¦eld. In the current study, experiments and computational
§uid dynamics (CFD) simulations are performed on two di¨erent types
of nonconformances on the outlet guide vanes in order to study the e¨ect
of the nonconformances on the aerodynamic performance and to validate
the computation design tool.

1 INTRODUCTION

Geometry nonconformance e¨ects have long been neglected and handled as a

second-order problem. Engine designers assumed a perfect geometry and often

put unrealistic requirements to the ¦nal geometry in order to ensure that any

real geometry e¨ects will not interfere with their ideal design. Due to demands

on enhanced performance, reduction of manufacturing costs, and increased en-

gine life with longer service intervals, the study of the geometry nonconformance
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e¨ects have become important. For example, there is a tendency for core com-

pressors to decrease their size by increasing the engine by-pass ratio. However,

the smaller compressors are expected to have similar size of manufacturing de-

viations, damages, and tolerances. This means that the real geometry prob-

lems which previously were negligible are now becoming signi¦cant and create

new type of problems for engineers. Another important example is that many

new advanced technologies used in aerodynamic design, such as nonaxisymmet-

ric end-walls, highly loaded blades and vanes, and superaggressive intermediate

ducts are usually performing very well in theory and work good in experiments,

but often run into problems due to real-geometry defects that are present in real

engines or as the engine deteriorates.

Since the geometry nonconformances have high impact on engine-component

cost and durability, the aerodynamic design engineers have come to a conclu-

sion that designing an ideal geometry is no longer su©cient. Nonideal e¨ects

need to be taken into account early in the design process in order to obtain a

robust design with good performance and acceptable variability between indi-

vidual components and di¨erent engines. This means that computational design

and analysis methods are needed to account for these problems during the design

phase, and these computational tools must be developed and validated.

Volvo Aero£s civil ¤design-make¥ specialization is the static structures of air-

breathing engines. There are several structural frames in the engine, so-called

TEC/TRF/TBH (rear frame structure), TCF/MTF (central frame of turbine),

and IMC/FHF/ICC (compressor frame). The subject of this study is the rear

frame structure. The TRF components are referred to as low-pressure turbine

outlet guide vanes (LPT/OGVs). The OGVs are located in the last part of the

engine internal §ow path just before the nozzle. The main aerodynamic func-

tion of the OGVs is to deswirl the §ow coming from the last low-pressure turbine

rotor into an axial out§ow. The OGVs also contain support services such as elec-

trical control lines and oil lines connected to the rear low-pressure shaft bearing.

Both the high structural loads and the relatively large support lines passing

through them make the OGVs thick and hence challenging to optimize in terms

of aerodynamic losses and §ow separation. The problem of surface nonconfor-

mance is of high importance for OGVs since these large structural components

are usually not replaced and subjected to long-time erosion, potential damages

and repairs during the whole engine lifetime. It appears that some production

and in-service defects of the OGVs can in§uence the aerodynamic performance

considerably while other can be considered as unimportant and tolerated. The

latter means a reduction in the production cost.

Presented in this study are the experiments and CFD calculations with a

highly loaded LPT/OGV cascade equipped with simulated surface geometry vari-

ations. Two major types of the OGV surface nonconformances were simulated

and investigated: a two-dimensional (2D) welding trace and a three-dimensional

(3D) bump (bulge). The experimental studies were performed in a large-scale
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linear cascade facility at Chalmers University. Computations by two di¨erent

turbulence models, k ω shear stress transport (SST) and realizable k ε were
carried out and validated. Load distributions, losses, outlet §ow angles, and the

evolution of the secondary §ow-¦eld were extensively monitored and analyzed.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experiments were performed in a linear cascade facility at Chalmers University.

This facility is of open circuit blower type and operates in the range of realis-

tic Reynolds number for OGV §ows. Design and validation of the facility was

described in detail by Hj�arne et al. [1, 2] and Hj�arne [3]. The incoming §ow

turbulence intensity was varied by a turbulence grid placed upstream of the cas-

cade (Fig. 1). Two traversing systems have been used to measure the §ow both

upstream and downstream. Typical measurement planes are shown in Fig. 1.

The traversing systems were controlled by stepper motors and all measurements

were performed in an automated mode.

Measurements of the three §ow velocity components and pressure were per-

formed by multihole pressure probes. A ¦ve-hole probe was mounted in the

upstream location. The diameter of the ¦ve-hole probe head was 3.5 mm with

individual distances between the holes of 1 mm and the tip half-cone angle of 45◦.

A seven-hole probe was used in the downstream location. The diameter of the

seven-hole probe head was 2 mm with individual distances between the holes of

0.5 mm and the tip half-cone angle of 30◦. During the measurements, the pres-

Figure 1 Linear LPT/OGV cascade facility
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sures were monitored by a 16-channel PSI 9116 digital pressure scanner (Pressure

System Inc.). At each spatial point, 1000 data samples were taken and the mean

pressures were recorded. The sampling settings resulted in a statistical uncer-

tainty of 0.8% with 99 percent con¦dence for regions with the highest §uctuations

of pressure (10%). The procedure of probe calibration and applied correction for

the velocity gradient e¨ects was described in [4]. Postprocessing of experimental

data was performed using Matlab software.

3 NONCONFORMANCES

Investigated nonconformances included specially designed 2D and 3D surface

modi¦cations which simulated a 2D generic welding trace and a 3D surface repair

patch. The relative size of the surface modi¦cation elements was chosen fairly

large, of order of 10% 20% of the blade maximum thickness. Figure 2 shows the

Figure 2 Geometry de¦nition of simulated 2D welding trace

Figure 3 Surface mesh and geometry of 3D bump
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parameters which de¦ne the 2D welding trace. The height of the weld, H , is
2.5 mm, and the half-width, W , is 6 mm. Further in text, the weld position on
the vane, xb, is expressed normalized by the vane chord length as x/c. Numerical
simulations were performed for the cases of weld positions at x/c = 0.05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, and 0.4.

Figure 3 shows the shape of a 3D bump. The bump is a body of revolution

with a cross section de¦ned as a fourth order curve. This bump was placed on the

surface of the vane so that it was bending along the surface. In experiments, this

was achieved by using a §exible material for the bump. Bumps of two di¨erent

dimensions (height × diameter) were used: 5× 20 and 3× 20 mm.

4 NUMERICAL SETUP

The goal of numerical studies was to choose simulation methods for an accurate

and reliable prediction of the LPT/OGV performance with geometry variations.

The §ow in the OGV cascade was highly di¨usive with a presence of strong sec-

ondary §ows and growing boundary layers. These e¨ects and risk of separation

were increased with introducing the surface nonconformances, and the calcu-

lations with turbulence models became essentially challenging. From previous

works [1 3], the k ε realizable and k ω SST turbulence models were known to
perform well for the OGV cascade and, therefore, these models were selected

for the current study. Main parameters of the numerical simulations and the

boundary conditions at the inlet, such as velocity, turbulence length scale, tur-

bulence intensity, and sidewall boundary layer thickness, were matched with the

experimental conditions in the linear cascade. The calculations were steady and

incompressible. The reference cases without nonconformances in 2D and 3D

were implemented ¦rst. The calculations of the simulated welding traces were

performed in 2D and the calculations of the bulges were in 3D. For all cases,

di¨erent meshes were implemented to study mesh dependency. ANSYS ICEM

v. 11 was used for meshing. Structured grids were created and the vane was

surrounded by an O-grid with resolved boundary layers. For 2D cases, the mesh

size was (50 90) ·103 cells, and for 3D cases, 1.5 2.5 million cells. Fluent 6.3 was
used as a CFD solver.

5 TURBULENCE LENGTH SCALE STUDY

The turbulence parameters at the inlet for numerical simulations ought to match

the corresponding characteristics in the rig. Of particular di©culty was to obtain

experimentally a condition for turbulence dissipation. The preliminary investiga-

tions showed an importance of having this value de¦ned correctly since noticeable
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Figure 4 Turbulent kinetic energy in the cascade free stream from the inlet to the
outlet. Symbols show the results from hot-wire measurements. Lines show the results

of computations with di¨erent length scales: 1 ¡ 5 mm; 2 ¡ 2; 3 ¡ 1.2; and 4 ¡

0.5 mm. Solid lines used for k ε realizable data and dashed lines for k ω SST data

discrepancies in the §ow behavior and pressure loss coe©cient for di¨erent tur-

bulence models and di¨erent values of the turbulence dissipation were observed.

Moreover, at certain values of the inlet dissipation, the k ε turbulence model
was observed to produce an excessively growing turbulent kinetic energy in the

free stream.

Many di¨erent methods were investigated for obtaining a correct value of

turbulence dissipation in the facility. Among them are such as described in [5 

8]. However, none of these methods was accepted as su©ciently robust and

reliable for current purpose. As an alternative, the turbulence dissipation was

elaborated from the streamwise development of the turbulent kinetic energy, k,
in the free stream regions of the §ow. The k values were measured by a cross hot-
wire probe along two parallel lines in the free stream, which were extending from

the inlet, between the vanes, and all the way to the outlet. Also, several CFD

simulations were performed for di¨erent length scales. The kinetic energy decay

was compared with the experimental data to obtain the best overall distribution

of k (Fig. 4) and in this way, the length scale was de¦ned as 1.2 mm. This
method was found su©ciently robust and reliable for obtaining the turbulence

dissipation boundary condition.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results for the reference ¤clean¥ case are not presented here. However, it can

be noted that the calculations revealed good §ow ¦eld predictions with both k ε
realizable and k ω SST turbulence models. The analysis of the total pressure
loss coe©cient, §ow turning, and pressure distribution on the vane revealed good

agreement with the corresponding experimental data (see details in [9]) and
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Figure 5 Pressure loss coe©cient for di¨erent weld positions as computed by the

k ε realizable (1) and k ω SST (2) models in comparison to experiments (3) and clean
case (4)

with the earlier results in [3 10]. Some di¨erences between predictions by two

turbulence models were found but these discrepancies were smaller than the

experimental data scattering for di¨erent vanes in the cascade and thus were

within the margines of experimental errors. Therefore, it was concluded that

both turbulence models predicted the baseline case successfully.

The cases with implemented nonconformances were considerably more chal-

lenging for the computations. For certain 2D weld positions, the §ow separation

was observed in the experiments. This was not surprising since the welding trace

size was specially chosen to obtain such e¨ects. A massive stall was observed

when the welding trace was located at the position x/c = 0.2 which was a posi-
tion of the minimum pressure, i. e., the suction peak on the vane. This is a well

known fact that the laminar boundary receptivity to disturbances on airfoils is

highest near the pressure minimum (see, e. g., [11]). In the current case, however,

the boundary layers were turbulent. The §ow separation was also observed for

adjacent positions x/c = 0.1 and 0.3. Since the prediction of the separation mar-
gins is essentially important in the aerodesign, the focus was on these particular

weld locations.

Figure 5 shows the pressure loss coe©cient obtained by the two turbulence

models in comparison with experimental data and the baseline case. Compared

to the reference case, the losses in the experiments increase more than a factor

of 7 for the central position and about a factor of 5 for the two adjacent positions.

However, one can clearly see from this ¦gure that the realizable k ε turbulence
model does not predict this variation of the loss coe©cient. The value of the loss

is greatly underpredicted for the positions around the suction peak where the

experimental data demonstrate a signi¦cant loss increase due to the triggered

§ow stall. Concerning the results from the k ω SST model, the ¦gure shows
that this model is capable of predicting the trend and demonstrates a signi¦cant
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Figure 6 Contours of velocity magnitude near the vane for di¨erent weld trace

positions: 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 (from top to bottom). Results of 2D simulations by the k ω
SST model. (Refer Chernoray et al., p. 452.)

loss increase at x/c = 0.2, which is in agreement with the experiments. One
can also observe that the results from this model are underpredicting the losses

for x/c = 0.1 and overpredicting for x/c = 0.3. For the two extreme positions
(x/c = 0.05 and 0.4), there is no experimental data available to compare with.
The CFD data reveal a peak at x/c = 0.05, where the loss increases noticeably
with respect to the position x/c = 0.1 and both turbulence models are predicting
a similar result. One possible explanation is that in this zone, the pressure

gradient is favourable and both turbulence models seem to perform reasonably

well. Concerning the last downstream position, x/c = 0.4, the pressure losses
decrease as compared to the previous position, and both models re§ect this

reduction. However, the realizable k ε model results seem too optimistic and
unsafe. It can be noted that for the most downstream positions, the loss decrease

is expected since the boundary layer thickness increases and the §ow receptivity

decreases with downstream distance.

A summary of the results of this section is that the realizable k εmodel misses
the separation completely and gives unsafe results for the weld-type nonconfor-

mances. The k ω SST model predictions are on the safe margin while instead
they can lead to somewhat conservative designs in the unfavourable pressure

gradient area.

Details of the §ow development are presented in Fig. 6. The §ow patterns for

di¨erent weld positions are shown as predicted by the computations using k ω
SST model. This ¦gure depicts the contours of the velocity magnitude around

the vane. Note that the diagrams show only a part of the computational domain.
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Further comparison between the calculations and experiments is performed

in Figs. 7 9. These ¦gures depict the total pressure loss in the wakes for di¨er-

ent positions from the vane trailing edge: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.8 chord. Figure 7

shows the results for the weld location x/c = 0.1 and Figs. 8 and 9 for the lo-
cations x/c = 0.2 and 0.3, correspondingly. One can observe that the pressure
losses in the OGV cascade are caused primarily by the losses on the vane suction

side. Furthermore, one can see that the realizable k ε model shows too small
wake size in all cases and does not predict the loss increase on the suction side

due to the nonconformances. Nevertheless, this model demonstrates reasonably

good prediction for the pressure side, as particularly visible in Fig. 9. In general,

the predictions by the k ε model are poor and the results show almost the same
total pressure pro¦les as for the baseline case without the welds. The results

from the k ω SST calculations are signi¦cantly closer to the experiments. In
agreement with the previous discussions, the k ω SST model underpredicts the
size of the separation for the position x/c = 0.1 and overpredicts it for x/c = 0.2
and 0.3. Noticeable is that for the ¦rst downstream pro¦le in Fig. 8, the wake

size predicted by the k ω SST model agrees markedly well with the experiments,
while the discrepancies occur further downstream. Thus, the k ω SST calcula-

Figure 7 Weld position x/c = 0.1. Total pressure loss in wakes in comparison to
experimental data shown for di¨erent positions from the vane trailing edge: 0.1 (a),

0.25 (b), 0.5 (c), and 0.8 (d) chord downstream. Symbols depict experiments and lines

calculations by k ε realizable model (solid curves) and k ω SST model (dashed curves)
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Figure 8 Weld position x/c = 0.2. See caption of Fig. 7 for details

Figure 9 Weld position x/c = 0.3. See caption of Fig. 7 for details
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tions demonstrate insu©cient wake di¨usivity. This fact is remarkable and in

contradiction with the previous studies [3] where the turbulence models demon-

strated too much di¨usivity in the wakes. The problem in the current case is

associated with incorrect §ow recovery from the separation which seems to be

a typical problem of the k ω SST model [12]. One can also notice that the
wakes in k ω SST calculations move rapidly upwards which indicates the §ow
underturning.

The second part of this work is devoted to the study of nonconformances in

the form of 3D bulges. As was previously explained, the bumps used had two

di¨erent sizes, a smaller bump with 3-millimeter height and a larger one with

5-millimeter height. Figures 10 and 11 show the results of the calculations by

the k ω SST model for both cases. In Fig. 10, the isocontours on the vane
surface depict streamwise wall-shear stress whereas the isosurfaces show the ve-

locity magnitude from the minimum negative value to 0 m/s. In this way, the

separation zones can be clearly identi¦ed. Figure 11 shows the §ow pathlines

released from the vane surface which visualize the vortical motion in the §ow.

In the case with 3-millimeter bumps, one can clearly observe a corner vortex

and a separation zone near the sidewall. Exactly the same §ow structure can

be also observed in the baseline case without a bump (not reported here, see,

e. g., [3, 9, 10]). In addition, there is a small separation zone just behind the

bump and a small-amplitude vortex created by the bump. The change in losses

is not detectable by the CFD in this case and of order of the mesh dependency

variation. Experiments show a very small loss increase, and in comparison to

the initial loss without the bump, the loss changes by a factor of 1.05. In the

case with the 5-millimeter bump, the §ow structure predicted by CFD changes

Figure 10 Predictions by the k ω SST model for 3-millimeter bump (a) and
5-millimeter bump (b). Isocontours on the surface depict x wall-shear stress and iso-
surfaces show the velocity magnitude from minimum negative value to 0 m/s (red).

(Refer Chernoray et al., p. 455.)
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Figure 11 Flow pathlines released from the vane surface for the 3-millimeter bump (a)
and 5-millimeter bump (b).  Calculations by the k ω SST model. (Refer Chernoray 
et al., p. 456.)

signi¦cantly. One can see that the localized bump caused an extensive §ow sepa-

ration. Due to the induced pressure change by the separation bubble, the corner

vortex separation disappeared and the corner vortex size was also reduced. The

CFD results in this case predict the loss increase by a factor of 2 compared to

the baseline case. In the experiments, the loss increases only by a factor of 1.15.

In general, this case was found essentially challenging for CFD and the solution

results changed signi¦cantly with grid changes and with changes of the solution

history.

The above results clearly demonstrate a possibility for a relatively small spa-

tially localized 3D nonconformance at certain conditions to produce rather sig-

ni¦cant global §ow changes. This happens when the §ow separation is triggered.

As a result, a dramatic increase in pressure losses occurs in this case. In the

experiments, no such global separation from the 3D bumps was observed; how-

ever, one can presume that this e¨ect will be observable for bigger bumps, and

this will happen since the calculations by the k ω SST model have a tendency
to overpredict the separation margins.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Experiments and CFD calculations of a highly loaded LPT/OGV cascade

equipped with simulated surface geometry variations were performed. Two ma-

jor types of OGV surface nonconformances were simulated and investigated: a

2D welding trace and a 3D bump (bulge). Computations by two di¨erent turbu-

lence models, k ω SST and k ε realizable, were carried out and validated. Main
parameters for the numerical simulations and the boundary conditions at the in-
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let, such as velocity, turbulence length scale, turbulence intensity, and side-wall

boundary layer thickness, were matched with experimental conditions in the rig.

The results for load distributions, losses, outlet §ow angles, and the evolution of

the secondary §ow-¦eld were monitored and analyzed.

The CFD simulations for the reference clean case revealed a good §ow ¦eld

prediction with both k ε realizable and k ω SST turbulence models. However,
the results appeared to di¨er essentially for the cases with surface distortions,

inducing boundary layer separation.

The k ω SST turbulence model was found to predict the locations sensitive
to separation and critical bump sizes relatively well. In certain cases, this model

behaved far too conservative and overpredicted the §ow separation; however,

this means that the safe designs will be created based on this model predictions.

The k ω SST model also demonstrated slightly incorrect §ow recovery from the
separation which seems to be a typical problem of this model. The realizable

k ε model predictions were far too optimistic and the §ow separation was not
predicted. This behavior was particularly observed when the nonconformances

were located in the area of unfavourable pressure gradient. For the case with

the 3D-bump type nonconformances, high solution sensitivity on the mesh and

other calculation parameters was found. This fact is probably due to the sharp

separation margin for this geometry.

The results of the present study also show in which way di¨erent geometry

variations and their positions a¨ect the OGV performance. It is noticeable that

even relatively large surface defects can play insigni¦cant role for the OGV per-

formance if they are located at speci¦c locations on the vane surface. However,

there is also a range of locations on the OGV surface in the region of the suction

side peak where the surface deteriorations in§uence the aerodynamic properties

considerably. This is true both for the simulated 2D welding traces and for the

3D bumps. A dramatic increase in loss occurs if the §ow separation is triggered

and if the size of the nonconformance is above a certain critical size. For non-

conformances below the critical size, the separation does not occur and the loss

change is negligible even for the sensitive locations on the vane around the suc-

tion peak. This means that the positions on the OGV surface and corresponding

surface treatment can be identi¦ed providing a basis for the design and repair

rules for the OGVs.
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